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IMPROVE YOUR E-MAIL ROI

to Maximize Your Email Marketing’s Effectiveness



You’ve heard the buzz about email marketing campaigns, but do you wonder if the hype is truly worth in the 
investment of your valuable time and money? After all, spam filters are smarter than ever, and vehicles such as
blogs give us even more clever ways to communicate with customers and potential customers online.

So, why do people still use email marketing? It’s simple. Because it really does work.

• According a Direct Marketing Association study, emailmarketing returned $43.62 for every dollar 
spent on it in 2009— delivering greater ROI than any other direct marketing channel examined.

• Forbes Media’s Ad Effectiveness Survey (February/March 2009) showed that email and e-newsletter 
marketing are second only to search engine optimization (SEO) in effectiveness for generating 
conversions, just behind SEO.

• Results of a 2008 shop.org of retailers rated email marketing as providing the second lowest cost 
per order (CPO) of any online marketing tactic, The $6.85 CPO is significantly more efficient than 
the $19.33 reported from the paid search's CPO.

Low cost, yet highly effective—that’s the inherent nature of email marketing. Executives and marketers are well aware
of this not-so-secret secret and plan on investing more time and energy into email marketing as time goes on.

• The Chief Marketing Officer Council's Marketing Outlook '09 Report surveyed 650 marketers. The 
responses showed that email marketing topped their priority list for marketing investment in 2009.

• 95% of marketers surveyed by Forrester Research in 2008 said they use email marketing; another 
4% indicate they would incorporate email marketing by the end of the year, making the support 
almost unanimous

• Datran Media's 2009 Annual Marketing and Media Survey showed that 58.5% of industry executives 
intend to increase their investment in email. 
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Clearly, email marketing has proven to be an effective method of converting customers. Email marketing works
for a variety of reasons. This medium:

• Provides a means for targeting • Drives data collection

• Promotes direct sales • Builds loyalty and trust

• Supports your sales channels.

In fact, email marketing is nearly as effective at driving action offline as it is online, with 44% of all subscribers 
inspired to take action online versus 41% offline, according to Forrester Research. Additionally, 33% of permission-
based email recipients say they usually visit sites directly, instead of clicking on an email link. Taking this information
into account, MediaPost.com asserts in a July 2009 article that email marketing's ROI is probably closer to $130
than the $43.52 cited by the Direct Marketing Association. Even on the low side, the numbers are in your favor!

Regardless, the ROI of email marketing is still impressive enough for companies to invest in it. The path to 
ensuring that your own email marketing campaigns are just as impressive begins by understanding that email
marketing is not a one-size-fits-all field. What works for one company might not work for yours. Frequent split
testing, different approaches, and copy/design adjustments will be required to help you hone in on the formula
that will deliver the best result for you, so use this guide as a starting point from which you will measure, analyze,
and research the tactics that lead to improved optimization and enhanced success.

“95% of surveyed marketers use email marketing, 
with another 4% planning to do so by year end.”
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1GET PERMISSION, AVOID SPAM

Before developing an email campaign, you have to know who you are targeting. Largely, this depends on who
you have permission to contact.

For your email campaign to be effective (and in many cases, legal), you cannot send emails to people who have
not agreed to receive those types of communications from your company. Doing so is considered spam, but that
isn’t the only definition of this term. Spam refers to emails in which:

• The recipient doesn’t know the sender

• The subject line is misleading and/or isn’t relevant to the content

• The recipient has no interest in the content (example: a man who
buys a suit from a department store suddenly starts receiving
emails about women’s lingerie sales)

• The recipient is not provided a way to opt out or prevent the
sender from sending them any more emails.
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So what should you do to get past the spam hurdle? First, get explicit permission to send the emails. On your
website where you collect email addresses, include a checkbox that users must click to indicate that, yes, they
would like to receive emails from your company. Following the previous bullet points:

• Make sure the recipients understand that the email is from you. If the “from” line is unfamiliar to 
recipients, they may overlook the email and assume it is spam.

• Use a relevant, direct subject so recipients know what to expect in the body of the email

• Target your emails so that they are relevant to the recipients

• Include a way for recipients to unsubscribe from your emails or opt out of receiving any communications
from you in the future.

Remember, when it comes to spam, different people have different definitions of the word. In the previous 
example about relevancy, one man who buys a suit and then receives emails about lingerie may consider those
emails to be 100% spam. Another man—a man who has a wife and an anniversary coming up—might not mark
the email as spam. For email marketers, it is dangerous to bank on the latter scenario; rather, to pave the way for 
impressive ROI, you must not make assumptions about your audience’s situation. Only go off what you know.
In this example, you know that the man has bought a suit, and you can reasonably assume that he would be 
interested in receiving emails about a new line of ties that arrives next month, sales on dress shirts, and a 
preview of next season’s dress shoes. In other words, relevancy is key to avoiding the dreaded spam mark. 
Thus, it’s important to segment your audience by their interests or demographics so you can provide targeted
content that is truly relevant to them.
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2SUBJECT LINE: DON’T SELL WHAT’S INSIDE; TELL WHAT’S INSIDE.

Make your subject lines direct—not sales-y or pushy—and don’t write them like advertisements. Instead, the 
subject line should describe the content of the email. These are the emails that have the best open rates.

The do-it-yourself email marketing service MailChimp analyzed 40 million emails sent through its system and 
put together a list of subject lines that had the best and worst open rates. Almost every single one of the best
had the company name somewhere in the title and most were very basic:

• [COMPANY NAME] Newsletter – February 2006 • Invitation from [COMPANY NAME]

• [COMPANY NAME] Sales & Marketing Newsletter • Happy Holidays from [COMPANY NAME]

By contrast, the emails with the worst open rates had titles such as “Last Minute Gift—We Have the Answer” 
and “It’s Still Summer in Tahoe!” and “You Asked for More…” Those subjects may look more creative, but to a
recipient who receives tons of email each day, anything that even has a hint of spam is going to get dumped
right in the trash.

A few more tips:

• Keep your subject line to 50 characters or less.

• Avoid using CAPS lock or exclamation points.

• Avoid words such as “help,” “percent off,” and “reminder.” 
These words have shown to negatively affect open rates.

• Providing localization, such as a city name, has proven to improve open rates.
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3CALL TO ACTION: BE CLEAR.

A call to action (CTA) is the phrase designed to get your readers to take action. Without one, the recipients of
your email are left stranded, wondering what the purpose of the email is and what they’re supposed to be doing
with it. Essentially the CTA in your email has the power to enhance the relevancy and urgency of your emails or
to diffuse them. That’s why it’s important to have direct, clear calls to action. 

One of the most popular calls to action is “Click here!” It’s a good command but not such a good call to action.
Click here for what? Why should one bother? What’s in it for the reader? Your CTA should do three things:

1. Tell WHAT you want readers to do.  (Click, buy, learn?)

2. Tell them WHY they should do it.  (What’s the value?)

3. Tell them WHEN they should do it.  (To prevent people from putting it off until later
—or never doing it at all.).

Here’s an example that ties all three elements together: “Buy a bouquet today
and get free next-day delivery.”

Always thinking of those three elements will help you craft a clear call to action
and be specific enough so that the call to action will serve its true function and
compel the reader to act. 
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Additionally:

• Use positive and active calls to action (such as “find” or “learn”) rather than negative, passive ones
(such as “read”). To back this up, a test by MarketingSherpa found that "click to continue" pulled more
clicks than "continue to article" or "read more."

• Know your audience so you understand what call to action will work. Impulse buyers, for example, might
respond well to an urgent, “act now” type of call to action, while information seekers might respond
better to a “learn more” type of call to action.

• If you have multiple calls to action, make sure that one (the preferred option) is dominant, prominent,
and obvious, and the others are present only as contingency.

• Pay close attention to the location, design, size, and colors of your call to action. Which bring us to our
next section…
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4 DESIGN: BE WILLING TO TEST DIFFERENT OPTIONS.

The design of your call to action and the email’s overall visuals can have a significant impact on click-throughs. 
As an email marketer, it is important to frequently test different options to see what is going to work best for 
you and your audience. That said, here are some things to consider:

CTA PLACEMENT. The obvious place to insert your call to action is at the end of an email. Unfortunately,
this does not help in conversion (and, ultimately, ROI) because many people will not take time to read
your entire message. Instead, design the email so that your call to action is nearer the beginning of the
message. That way, those who quickly open the email will immediately see it even if they don’t scroll
down at all.

IMAGE VERSUS TEXT CTA. There is no hard and fast rule that applies to everyone. In general, however,
research shows that images or buttons generate a higher amount of clicks than simple text links. Accord-
ing to a case study by MarketingSherpa, publisher SmartBrief was able to increase click-throughs 190% by
changing a "related stories" link into a gray utility button.

HTML. Because some images don’t render in recipients’ emails, HTML-based buttons and coded emails
are the preferred choice, as they allows readers to see the call to action even when images are disabled.
On a related note, use the “alt” tags in HTML to describe what an image is displaying or saying so that
readers still understand what to do. Example:  <img src=”http://www.website.com/image.jpg” alt=”Visit
Website.com and save 10% today”>
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MAKE IMAGES LINKS. Readers often click on logos, brand names, and product shots, so make sure that all of
those images contain links.

CONTENT PLACEMENT. Position the most important content at the top of the email, preferably left-aligned.

PERMISSION REMINDER. Add a line of brief text to remind your recipients how you got their email. This can be
as simple as, “You are receiving this email because…” Be as specific as you can.

PARAGRAPH LAYOUT. The ideal teaser has two paragraphs, each consisting of two to four lines. Teasers that are
too short don’t provide enough information, and teasers that are too long tend to bore readers.

USE OF LINKS. Insert links into your text. According to Email Marketing Reports, simply adding an in-text link to
a paragraph of teaser text can push up click-through rates by 25%.
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5SPLIT TEST

After you’ve developed a strategic email campaign, test the effectiveness of your message and various compo-
nents. Create separate campaigns, break your list into segments, and measure the results of each. This approach
allows you to better see what works and what doesn’t. You can test different subject lines, offers, and designs.
Take the same call to action and place it in a different place on each email so you can see how your recipients re-
spond to even a subtle change.

Here are some elements you should consider split testing:

• Message: Determine the “touch points” that grab more response so you can identify with 
key motivators

• Subject line: Explore different wording, as long as you keep to the advice offered here!

• Offer: See what draws more interest; for example, is free shipping more enticing than a discount?

• Call to action: What delivers more click-through: “Click here for more info” or “

• Layout: Try different designs, color palette, font, and placement

• Links: Compare buttons versus anchor text
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ROI COMPARISON BY MEDIUM

MEDIUM ROI PER $ SPENT

Email $48.34

Non-email Internet marketing $19.94

Non-catalog direct marketing $15.55

Catalog $7.28

Source: Direct Marketing Association 2008 report

SUMMARY

There is clearly no question as to the value of email marketing. There is no better investment of your time,
money, and resources than a carefully planned and executed email campaign. The smart marketers are taking 
advantage of this low-cost, high-return marketing gem. By following the guidelines here, you can join the 
businesses that have discovered the unmatched ROI of email marketing. 
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